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Between March and July 2018 SchemaPlay has been working with
practitioners in 12 early childhood settings in Walsall. The key aims were
for us to test the SchemaPlay theory and practice, and to support them in
providing mentorship to apply SchemaPlay more widely. At least eight
children in each setting were identified for closely focused SchemaPlay
support by a practitioner. In the following pages the practitioners report
upon the progress of one of the children. The case studies have been
selected to provide a range of learning needs, outcomes and issues, and
should not be taken as representative of the overall cohort of over a
hundred children, aged between 2 and 4 years of age, involved in the
project. What SchemaPlay showed, if anyone needed convincing, was what
these children all had mostly in common, was the unique nature of what
they brought with them to the educational encounter. It has only been
through the close observation of the freely chosen and committed play of
each individual, that genuinely ‘child centred’ education has been made
possible. SchemaPlay has provided the resources to support practitioners
in responding to each child’s individual needs, and has provided the
focused support and ‘seeding’ of the learning environment required to steer
their progress towards the EYFS outcomes.
John Siraj-Blatchford and Lynnette Brock

SchemaPlay has been working
closely with the Children’s
Services team at Walsall.
Nicola Hart
Early Years Lead Adviser
Anita Smith
Training & Brokerage Officer

SchemaPlay is a not-for-profit
Community Interest Company. The
partnership was first set up by John
Siraj-Blatchford and Lynnette Brock in
2016.
Its core aim is to contribute towards an
improvement in the learning outcomes
of disadvantaged young children, and a
narrowing of the gaps in educational
outcomes that are associated with
socio-economic, cultural and gender
difference.
SchemaPlay is also committed to an
early childhood educational philosophy
and practice that is grounded in
Education for Sustainable
Development (ESD). As such, the
company seeks to work towards
improvements in long-term health,
wellbeing, resilience and quality of life.
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How SchemaPlay works…
Since Schema theory and practice was first introduced
by Chris Athey into pre-schools in the 1980s, and then
promoted further by Bruce, Nutbrown, Arnold and
others, many thousands of practitioners in the UK and
around the world, have become experts in recognising
the most common repeated operations, or ‘schemes’,
that children favour in their free play. ‘Transporting’,
‘Containing’ and ‘Rotation’ are among the most
commonly observed, but there are many more. What
these operations all have in common is that as the child
gains confidence in their use, they feel empowered by
them and their novelty remains such that they are
repeated continuously.

It is widely recognised that young children
often show repeated behaviours in their play.
They may be transporting objects, opening and
closing doors and boxes, covering and
containing things, connecting objects, hiding
themselves, or taking extra special care in how
they position objects.
It is important to recognise that the child’s use of these
activity schemes is free of the risk and the anxiety that
inevitably comes from attempting something new. The
adult who supports with a helping hand the child’s first
jump off a step recognises that all learning involves risk
and therefore they recognise how important it is to
provide children with the scaffolding support that they
need whenever they are to try something different or
learn something new. The same principles apply to
every other aspect of the EYFS curriculum. Skilled
educators use formative assessment to identify what it is
that the child can already achieve, and they then provide
them with the support that they need in order to take
the next steps forward. To achieve this in early
childhood, effective educators need to be skilled in
recognising the schemes each child is applying and to
understand clearly what small steps will take them
forward towards the more complex concepts and
capabilities that represent the EYFS learning outcomes.
Play provides the most influential context for early
learning and it is in their free-flow immersion of play
that children reveal the schemes that educators must
build upon in their promotion of learning. Effective
early childhood educators apply their knowledge of
schematic progression to ‘seed’ the child’s play, through
the provision of resources and through occasional
discrete and timely interventions. SchemaPlay provides
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an account of the teaching and learning processes
involved and provides a knowledge of schematic
progression.

Siraj-Blatchford & Brock’s research has
identified that many of these behaviours are
actually pre-requisites for later learning of
more complex operations such as reading,
writing, addition and subtraction.
Many early childhood educators express concern
regarding the question of how formal or informal,
structured or unstructured each learning experience
should be. Many find it difficult to explain the processes
of learning and development in play, and the benefits
and nature of ‘flow’ in free-flow play. Many early
childhood educators have also been concerned about the
appropriate aspirations for children’s learning and
development. SchemaPlay addresses all of these
concerns directly and offers practical strategies together
with a vision for professional and institutional
development and improvement. SchemaPlay rejects the
notion of any desirable ‘balance’ being achieved
between teaching and play; considering the two as being
synergistic with responsive adults and children
continually learning and teaching each other, and from
the environment around them, as they co-construct the
EYFS curriculum.

SchemaPlay provides a model for practice that
accounts for both the socio-cultural and the
developmental realities of the educational
engagement; a pedagogic model where the
adult and child co-construct a curriculum
providing progressive challenge and improved
EYFS outcomes.
SchemaPlay promotes high aspirations and expectations
for all children through the dissemination of exemplary
practice and research evidence. The SchemaPlay Zone
of Proximal Developmental Flow (ZPDF) model
emphasises the central importance of children engaging
in Free-Flow Play where schemes are applied by
children in new schema contexts which can go on to
provide the contexts for the development of new
schemes.
The model shows that ‘Free-Flow Play’ is central to the
learning process but that other learning systems, those
of the formal educator and those informal influences of

peers, carers and wider social environment can also be
influential.
Many practitioners will already be familiar with the idea
of identifying the operational schemes that children
favour. Children sometimes learn a name for some of
these actions at an early age (e.g. circle), or they may be
only picturing them in their minds, but increasingly as
children get older these figurative schema become

educationally important to the child and to the educator,
they include ‘sorting’, ‘grouping’, ‘counting’, ‘reading’
and ‘writing’. More detailed explanations of the
underlying theory and practice of Schemaplay may be
found in:
Siraj-Blatchford, J., and Brock, L. (2016) Putting the
Schema back into Schema Theory and Practice: An
Introduction to SchemaPlay, SchemaPlay Publications.

“Being involved in this project has resulted in not only an individual learning journey for Ben, but also a
learning journey for myself professionally. I feel that my practice has been enhanced with my deeper level of
understanding of using children’s schemes in order to engage individual children and helping them develop the
pre-requisite skills essential for later complex operations. The relationships developed between key workers
and children became deeply enhanced as a result of this project. Children sought out adults to share in their
learning and became deeply engaged with new activities that were introduced. This was due to this deeper
understanding of children’s motivation, interests and trusting relationships developed with key workers. I feel
grateful for the opportunity I have been given in taking part in this project and I know that this has changed
my practice and equally will enhance childrens’ learning and experiences as a result.”
Alison Hughes,
Ogley Hay Nursery School
Walsall
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Emma and Leanne report on the changes they made to
their early years’ environment at the start of this year,
their engagement in the SchemaPlay project and the
impact that this has had from a teacher’s perspective as
well as from the childrens’ perspectives.
At the start of this year we decided to strip back the
resources on our nursery shelves and to provide more
open-ended activities, so that we could see what the
children had an understanding of and what skills they
had acquired. For example, we provided resources
which could be a car, a person or an animal and we
watched to see how they played. We recognised that
when children at first arrived in our nursery they came
with their own knowledge and very different skills. We
wanted to offer a more child-centred provision. This is
why we decided to take part in the SchemaPlay project:
we were already committed to following the individual
children and attuning our planning to those individuals,
rather than planning group-focussed activities and we
were also keen to enable ‘flow’ in free-play, being the
opportunity for children to get deeply involved in their
play and learning, by providing more time for free-play.
SchemaPlay’s ZPDF model is what we wanted to
incorporate into our practice.
Providing continuous and uninterrupted time for
children’s free-play has had a significant impact on
children’s independence, self-esteem, risk-taking and
resilience. We had already identified that children know
that there is little point in getting into a play theme or an
activity if they are going to be stopped due to time
constraints. For example, we used to start the day
saying that we would shortly be going outside and the
knock-on effect of that was that the children did not
engage in anything inside and waited, wondering
aimlessly around the classroom, until it was time to go
out. Additionally, when we had more breaks in the day
for group focussed activities, or circle time, etc., all we
were doing was asking children to engage in what we
wanted them to do and sometimes what we asked them
to do did not match all the children’s needs. We
therefore identified that the ten to twenty-minute
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focussed group activity perhaps only suited half of the
children in the group at any one time.
As teachers, our biggest learning and attitude change
has been not to feel that we have to engage in
conversation with children all of the time, but that we
can step back and observe – occasionally stepping-in to
offer a tool, or something to keep the play going – but, at
other times, we might not need to because the child is
deeply immersed in their play and all we would be
doing is stopping their engagement and learning. This
is the time we should use to observe in order to
understand what they are doing and to recognise how
we can build upon this – to notice the scheme.
It was a brave thing for us to trial the provision of more
time for free-play this year because, as teachers, it
removed us from what was ‘safe’ and what ‘we were
familiar with’. But, on identifying the gains the children
have made in their learning and the increased levels of
outcomes this year, the practice of providing more freeplay time is valuable and we would recommend all
settings to consider facilitating this too. As we have said
above, it is a brave thing to do but if you set up your
environment effectively it is worthwhile.
The importance of the environment is that it offers
freedom. Freedom of choice enabling self-esteem and

freedom to engage without an adult’s involvement,
facilitating independence. We now provide resources
on shelves which are easily accessible and which
children can choose to take whenever they like. The
choices of activities provided are added to as and when
we identify the skills the children have acquired (the
schemes) and their interests, for example in animals, and
to facilitate these with new resources which either
consolidate the schemes, or extend them. We are now
seeing children repeat activities, take risks in their own
play, self-scaffold and engage for greater lengths of time.
The SchemaPlay project has helped us to recognise that
schemes are pre-requisite skills for later operations;
addition, writing, reading and measuring, for example.

This in turn has helped us to consider what we offer as
resources in play. For example, when David was
observed flicking objects into the air, we facilitated the
trajectory scheme of flicking but we also considered how
this could support other learning and the SchemaPlay
posters show how the horizontal and vertical trajectory
scheme can lead to other operations. The one we
‘seeded’ was that of measuring. We provided building
blocks alongside where David was flicking beanbags
and then modelled to him how to count and use a tally
method to record the distance. He really took to this
and in fact he still does it! The horizontal and vertical
scheme is a real novelty to him, so it makes sense to
build upon it.
Ensuring that resources remain constant and that
children know where to access them is necessary
because, once the children have observed us modelling
an activity, they then need the time and space to engage
with it in their own way and in their own time.
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It is mid-February, the sky is grey and it is exceptionally cold,
but AJ (51 months) is in the garden and is throwing small
stones onto a paving slab. He is fixated for around five
minutes and then he walks over to where a ball is sitting on
the ground and starts throwing it up in the air. He does not
attempt to catch it, but repeatedly throws it. He then starts to
roll it along the ground. AJ spends approximately one hour
finding things in the outdoor environment to throw and roll.
AJ’s behaviour suggests he has a horizontal and vertical
trajectory scheme. A novelty behaviour which he appears keen
to apply to a variety of contexts.

It has been a really interesting journey, not only for my own
practice, but I can also now recognise the journeys the
children take and can see how, by building upon children’s
schemes, I can effectively scaffold their learning in the various
curriculum areas. In this case I focussed on maths, whilst
working with SchemaPlay, due to AJ’s reluctance to engage in
this area, but I also have case studies showing his progression
in literacy (reading and writing), in UTW as well as in
Expressive Arts & Design over the period of the project.

AJ’s horizontal and vertical trajectory scheme is therefore
considered an operation which can be applied to different
contexts. It can also be extended upon (it is a ‘building
block’). At this early stage in the project it was very
interesting for me to understand how to build upon the
schemes, as I had not previously looked at them in this way;
but being able to see how a scheme, such as the horizontal and
vertical trajectory links to maths, writing etc., was exciting.
During the period of this first observation AJ had not chosen
to engage in maths-type activities or show any interest in
numbers. He did recognise numbers 1-3 though.
Over the weeks that followed, with support from SchemaPlay,
my practice started to change. I became more aware of
schemes and started to get into a flow of how to support
progression. After eight weeks of support, SchemaPlay
suggested I now take the lead in planning going forward and
to use the index sheet on the following page.
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The following page shows AJ’s learning journey.
The table should be read from left to right.
The last box on the right feeds the next
focussed activity in the line below.

Observed
schemes

Observed
schemas

Focus (progression)/Seeding the
environment (consolidation)

Observed current and new schemes/schema.
Where next? Consolidate/Progress?
Links to EYFS

Throwing
(stones).
Horizontal/
Vertical
Trajectory.

None.
Has figurative
knowledge of
numbers 1 – 4.

AJ really enjoyed playing Hopscotch over the past
week weeks. This week he has started to engage other
children in this activity and is showing them how to
play it.

Throwing.
Trajectories.
Counting.

Emerging
number
recognition –
numbers 1-6

Introduce the game of Hopscotch
(numbers 1– 6) introducing numbers 5/6
and offering consolidation of numbers 14. Play the SchemaPlay number
introductory game to support numbers 5
and 6.
Provide six containers – with numbers 16 written on each and a basket of
beanbags.

Matching
quantities to
number
symbol (-6)
Jumping –
Vertical
trajectory.

Number
symbols.
Emerging
quantity
recognition.

Continue to ‘Seed’ the beanbags and
containers. Introduce numbers 7-9
through the SchemaPlay number game.
Provide spring loaded frogs and fixed
quantities – match the jumping frogs to
the numbers sequenced 1 - 7.

AJ is competently recognising numbers 1-9 and
discussing them, “that’s 9!” “I got 9!” Matching
quantities to numeral 1-9. He also engaged in
matching jumping frogs to numbers, which he thought
was funny. Jumping remains an interest.
Continue to seed both activities to help consolidate
numbers and quantities.

Matching
quantities to
number
symbols (10).
Jumping –
vertical
trajectory.
Matching
quantities to
number
symbols.

Numbers.
Quantity
recognition (110).

Matching jumping beans to number
symbols.

Emerging
addition and
subtraction.
Big and small.

Continue to ‘seed’ the jumping beans
activity.
Introduce a measuring tool (could be
unit blocks to count) – graduated 1-10
and measure objects in the environment.
If possible, introduce tallying – counting
and recording.

AJ noticed when he had put too many jumping beans
under a number and said, “I need to take two away.”
An adult supported this by putting the wrong quantity
under a symbol and AJ quickly removed the surplus
bean and said, “That’s wrong – I take away.” He also
noticed when there were not enough and added beans.
New: AJ was also observed showing an interest in big
and small – size.
AJ took to the measuring activity. He enquired, “Is
this how we measure stuff?” He measured a variety of
objects. He is counting to 10 and recording using the
tally method. New: AJ joined friends in café role-play
and took on the role of the chef. He was interested
when a friend gave him an order, saying “What’s that
– what Cheryl wants?”

Roleplaying.
Measuring

Numbers.
Quantity.
Measurement

Introduce graded cups to café role-play
and a drinks’ menu which shows a small
drink is 1p, a medium size drink is 2p
and a large drink is 3p. Model to AJ how
to pour from a jug to make up the drinks
being ordered.

We did not get around to playing this; but AJ
continues to measure objects. He was also observed
transporting the boxes we had received earlier from
some deliveries.

Counting.
Throwing.
Trajectory.

Number and
quantity
recognition of
1-10.

As AJ has good recognition of numbers
1-10, introduce him to being a ‘courier’.
Provide AJ with a shopping trolley filled
with numbered packages. Around the
playground are different numbered
zones. AJ’s job is to deliver each
package to the right zone – matching the
numbers of the packages to the location
and then getting someone to sign for it.
Every time he delivers a parcel to zone 1
he makes a tally mark, to zone 2 a tally
mark and so on. At the end he can be
encouraged to find out which zone has
the most parcels.
Seed: Pictures of couriers to support
understanding of the role.

AJ loves this activity. He has even written numbers on
new boxes which have been delivered. Not only is he
now writing numbers, he has also become interested in
counting his lines and counting on – he is starting to
engage in addition.
In the classroom, he started counting ‘super hero’
buttons and putting them into two different groups. I
modelled to him the use of an addition symbol and
how to add the two groups together.

Seeding: Beanbag throwing to
numbered containers – extending this to
1-10.

AJ competently matches beanbags (quantities to
number 1-6), but needs support with 7-10.
AJ likes things that jump.
Offer jumping frogs to match to quantities.

He is selecting this activity independently, so I will
continue to observe and provide different contexts for
him to ‘add’ in.
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Little Explorers is a local authority-run two-year
provision. It is an ethnically diverse setting with
families originating from India, Pakistan, Bangladesh as
well as Eastern Europe. We have a total of 52 children
attending mornings and afternoons. We had some
knowledge of schemes before starting the project.
What has impacted my practice the most is the Zone of
Proximal Development Flow model. It
has made me more reflective on how I
support children’s own learning and
investigations and how important it is
for children to have time to follow these.
Abdar is 35 months old. He was observed transporting
large items around the setting. He spent a lot of the time
walking up and down with a variety of items and would
often move the large home corner equipment.
Play was seeded by providing a recycling centre, a
variety of objects to sort/find and signs to show where
waste was to be deposited.

Abdar transported the boxes and milk bottles. He
sorted them into recycling bins following the signs to
where to take them. He was totally absorbed in the
process and spent most of the morning filling either
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crates or the pushchair to transport the items. During
this time he helped other children to fill their crate and
guided them to the bins.
I observed Abdar during
his free play and was
able to implement a
short focused activity to
extend his learning.
We discussed how many
bottles were in the bin and
how we would know. I
modelled how to tally how
many bottles we were
taking to the bin. Abdar
watched as I counted and
made a line for each bottle.
He then did the same.
Abdar noticed that one bottle looked bigger and drew a
bigger line. This was the first time Abdar was interested
in mark making and by introducing the tallying in a
meaningful context, Abdar was instantly engaged. He
has since continued
to develop his mark
making for a
purpose and made
lines to represent
the three bears in
the home corner.
Aaminah is 34 months old. She was observed during
her free-flow play positioning items in the dolls’ house.
She meticulously lined up the dolls’ furniture around
the edge of the dolls’ house. During most of the
morning she appeared to be playing independently and
her co-operative play with others is beginning to
emerge.
During this week we
modelled taking on the
role of a shop keeper or
customer and we also
initiated games of hide

and seek with the role of hider and seeker being
modelled for a short time.
Play seeded by setting up a shop with shelves that
were labelled to return the items to. This included a
visit to a shop to get real items to sell.
Aaminah began by returning the
items to the shelves and
organising where items went. As
the week progressed she began to
take on the role of the shop keeper
and displayed her knowledge of
shops by scanning the items and
putting them into bags. Her
interactions with her peers were at
first through gestures; holding out
her hand for the money or
pointing at the shelves to tell
them what to do. Her play
developed with another child
and they would take turns
being the shop keeper and
customer, and making
shopping lists. Aaminah was
observed playing with the
small world animals. She was
closely looking at them and finding similarities and
making pairs.
Play was seeded by providing
farm animals and picture cards
with the animals graded by size
for Aaminah to continue
positioning whilst introducing
grading.
Aaminah was fascinated with the
animal family cards. She began
matching the animals by size recognising that the small
world animals were different. She named them
“daddy”, “mummy” and “baby”. She recognised sizes
and stated, ”that not big” before choosing the largest
horse from the pile. Aaminah has enjoyed the story of
the tiger who came to tea. She was observed carefully

positioning the props in the sequence of the story and
she suggested what prop was
next, several times. During the
session she explored the crates
and planks outside and delighted
in walking along the plank.
Aaminah is beginning to develop
her confidence in her physical
skills and has begun to take an
interest in more active play.
Play seeded by introducing an obstacle course which
follows the storyline of a book. We introduced the
Three Billy Goats Gruff to reinforce the grading and
introduced sequencing with posters along the route to
help recall the story. Inside we had props and puppets
to use to retell the story.
Aaminah started to retell the
story and, with a group of
friends, began to act it out.
She loved it when the big
billy goat knocks the troll
into the water and she
would say “push into the
water”. Aaminah would
choose to be the big billy
goat Gruff every time.
Aaminah took the book
home to read to her mother
and she would narrate the story to her. We introduced
smaller sequencing pictures and Aaminah stuck them
into a zig-zag book and her mother scribed what she
was saying. Aaminah is more confident and has begun
to set up her own role-play in her free-flow play. She
made an ice cream shop and is able to sustain this play
with her friend. Through her play you can see the
scheme of positioning and sequencing continuing.

This has been a marvellous child-centred approach
to developing children’s own learning.
Sharon Fergusson
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Billy aged 48 months

Context
Billy is a middle ability pupil premium child. Upon
starting in nursery in September 2017, Billy was assessed
as working within the 22-36 months age bracket in
development matters. At the end of the year he was
assessed as secure in 30-50 months and in some aspects
beginning in 40-60 months.

Schemes identified: designing and rotation.
Schema: Three Little Pigs.
2. Further adult focus sessions and seeding of resources
allowed Billy to develop the ability to use split pins,
treasury tags and doweling. His designs were endless
and always had an element of rotation.

Cars and lorries

A flip phone

Initial Observation with Lynnette and John
“Ha ha! I bet you can’t puff my house down.”
Billy was immersed in imaginative play with his friends.
He had built a house using Lego bricks and was playing
with his friends. His house quickly evolved into a flying
house so that his friends could no longer “puff” his
house down.

A paint roller

Ninja discs

1. Billy was given junk modelling materials and the
stimulation of building a house that would be strong
enough or be designed in a way that would stop the
wolf from getting inside.
Billy worked at this for some time and designed a rocket
house that could travel to the Moon.

Continuing schemes, designing and rotating
After showing an interest in writing numbers on his flip
phone, Billy was set tasks to develop this further using
his schemes and schemas.
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Billy was shown how to use a Beebot to reach a
destination on a map. He was then challenged to write
numbered squares for the Beebot to travel over.

Billy can now design his own routes for a Beebot and
challenges his friends to make the Beebot travel over
numbers that he writes on the board.

A rotating frisbee to knock down cones. Billy used a
tally chart to record his score. This developed into Billy
writing numbers on the cones and recording his score.
Billy was challenged to dial and record superhero phone
numbers.

In a more purposeful context Billy, the paramedic, used
a map to locate numbers and to record where injured
people were located. He discussed his progress with his
colleagues over the phone.
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We were keen to join the SchemaPlay project as the
Stanley’s staff team had already gained some
understanding of the behaviours (schemes) that children
display in their play and we were used to identifying
these in our observations, enabling the application of
observed schemes to new contexts. However, what is
new for us and what we have found interesting is the
recognition that these schemes can support children
learning new schemes to develop and further facilitate
their knowledge across the curriculum. It was this
progression in children’s learning through free-flow
play, building upon schemes, that we were keen to learn
more about and to develop into our practice.

Although we have some other case-studies which show
the progression of schemes, we have selected a more
surprising case-study from the SchemaPlay project to
share, as we felt it might be helpful to other settings to
read about it.
“All Mark likes to do is tip things out of containers!”
Initial Observation
Mark (43 months) was fist observed walking around the
nursery classroom selecting pots with objects inside and
tipping them onto the floor. He would occasionally pick
an object up and place it against his chin, in his mouth
or explore it in a tactile way with this hands. He was
quite random in what he selected to ‘tip’ out and the
contents ranged from glue spatulas, building blocks,
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plastic food in pans in the role-play area or the tub of
small-world animals. But one tin that he continually
returned to during the initial observation was the one
that contained metal kitchen utensils. The emptying of
this particular container caused quite a lot of disruption
to other children’s play as they made a lot of noise when
they hit the floor. The scheme of ‘tipping’ was clearly a
novelty for Mark and one he wanted to play out again
and again. We not only needed to consider how this
could be applied to different contexts, but also how it
could be used to support his learning progression.
In planning for Mark, we wanted something that could
not only be tipped but also with enough interesting
contents to catch his attention. So we offered him a
treasure basket. The basket held a selection of different
kitchen utensils and objects made from natural
materials, to facilitate further sensory exploration. We
also ensured that we had objects that would bang or
rattle as well as objects that felt hard, soft, cold, rough or
smooth to touch, in the hope they would support
relationships to be made between the objects. In using
the treasure basket we also hoped to identify objects of
interest from those that he explored and ones that are
not of interest from those that he might discard.
“In the sensory den Mark chooses to explore the basket
containing metal objects. He picks up two spoons, one
in each hand and bangs them together. He then picks up
a whisk and moves it around in a metal bowl
continuously. He uses both his hands to stretch it out
and then positioned it across his mouth. He then finds
some wire wool which he starts stretch out and places it
across the back of his head.”
The schemes we observed him using were ‘banging’,
‘rotating’ and potentially ‘enclosing’ (placing things over
his mouth/behind his head). We did not observe any
tipping, but we recognised that in his play with the
treasure basket, there was a good deal of exploration –
not least of sound through banging. In handling the
objects he was clearly gaining a better understanding/
exploration of them than from the ‘tipping’ alone. We
considered the schemes observed carefully and decided
to ‘seed’ the treasure baskets to support more
relationships to be made between objects. As Mark was

seen selecting two spoons to bang, we decided to offer
another basket with pairs of objects, which supported
matching in his play.

using tools for, and to explore and take risks in using the
utensils in his own role-play theme.

During the next week our planning within the class led
us to set up a café role-play. We considered Mark’s
possible engagement in this area and ensured that some
of the utensils (pairs where possible) in the treasure
basket were also identifiable in the role-play area and
we provided a range of pans and containers. We
observed that he followed use of the utensils he had
explored in his treasure basket play.
“Mark is in the café-role-play area. He is standing in
front of an empty container. Using a spoon he transfers
a small building block to a container. He then selects
another, then another, until the container is full to the
top. He seems particularly interested in how the objects
fit on to the spoon showing some awareness of shape
and space. He then walks over to where there is a
basket of vegetables. He selects one using a spoon and
transfers it to a pan sitting on a hob. He returns to
select another, then another and, after transferring
several vegetables into the pan using a spoon, we then
notice him transfer a group of objects using a container
and then tipping out the contents into the pan. He then
walks over to where the utensils are and selects a
whisk. Just as in the treasure basket play, he moves the
whisk around in the metal pan.“

Going forward his interest in cooking and the schemes
of transferring, mixing, containing will be further
considered. For example, we are planning to provide
containers which increase in size to support grading and
providing opportunities for sorting vegetables into
different containers using a spoon will also be offered,
thus supporting early mathematical skills. The mixing
scheme will also be extended to mixing primary colours
to create secondary colours.

Mark is starting to role-play which is being facilitated by
earlier schemes being supported. The seeding of the
treasure basket and a container to fill has helped the
identification that objects can be tipped out, contained
and transferred using a container. Play with the whisk
from the treasure basket and moving it around in a
container has also supported him to apply this skill in
his ‘cooking’ role-play. Mark appears to have gone
from, “What are these objects and how do they behave?”
to “How can I make use of these objects?” and this has
opened up his perception to observe what others are
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At Sandbank, we have always recognised the
importance of observing individual children in their
free-play; paying close attention to what they say, the
way in which they interact with their friends, and noting
their interests, which in turn informs planning. During
the SchemaPlay project, our attention has also been
drawn to observing children’s schemes (their behaviours
and operative skills). The schemes that children use in
their play are generally of interest to them because they
are a novelty; they want to apply this new way of doing
something to a variety of
contexts. SchemaPlay
emphasise the importance
‘seeding’ resources to enable
this, but also to appreciate that
the schemes we are observing
are ‘building blocks’, prerequisite skills to more complex
operations.

An example of this in
practice:
Patricia was observed,
ordering small world people
in the context of her own
narrative/story-line that she
was creating with a friend. I
continued to ‘seed’ small
world objects to enable this
play to continue, and
further considered how the
scheme of ordering and her
interest in stories could be developed.
Initial schemes observed in free play: Transporting,
Containing (characters inside vehicles), and story
narration.
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My resulting planning was to introduce Patricia to story
sequencing cards with props. Patricia particularly
enjoyed the book “I’m not Cute!” and she took to this
activity really well, frequently revisiting the activity
independently, and appeared excited by her capability,
later taking the story props home.

New schemes observed/developing: Sequencing with
story sequencing cards and small-world props.

Continued schemes observed in free-play: Transporting,
story narration, sequencing.
The interest in books and sequencing stories developed
in the production of Patricia’s own books.
Building upon the ordering and sequencing schemes,
we decided to facilitate the opportunity for Patricia to
record an outing by taking photographs.

Patricia enjoyed ordering
the images as she
recalled the trip in her
own way. Her
enjoyment in this activity
led her to creating her
own book using the
pictures taken, adding her own mark making and then
using the book to retell the event to her peers.
New schemes observed/developing: Sequencing,
Ordering, Circles and Lines; visual discrimination of
symbols.

The combination of the two being recognised and
supported enables planning for progression to be more
effective and we are now always considering the
questions:

Mentoring: I created a tracking template to help the
team consider schemes and interests and to maintain our
focus during this early part of the project. When
mentoring other staff, the importance of respect for
differing knowledge and experiences cannot be
underestimated. I knew that many staff already
considered schemes without necessary having an
awareness of how they did so. For example, I have
regularly heard colleagues talking to children about
‘how’ they completed an activity, what skills they
applied, and really what they were doing was observing
and identifying schemes.
Free-play: One of the ways in which we try to foster a
deeper level of play, where children can ‘act out’ and
explore their schemes more readily is through an
extended period of free-play (between 60 and 90
minutes each morning and afternoon). The free-play
children experience at our setting is across 8 rooms as
well as our outdoor space, which in total provides a
distance of at least 40+ metres from one end to the other.
Given this large area of space children use their schemes
in different ways (scaffolding upon their own learning),
and the staff observe the children in different contexts.
In staff meetings we discuss how to move children on,
based upon our observations, and for them to make
progression on to more complex operations.

This is just one example of how we have now been
building upon what children ‘can do’ – the skills they
show in their play and also their interests.

We feel this freedom that children have to move between
rooms and explore helps children to not feel watched or
anxious about ‘acting out’ or exploring their schemes.
Therefore, allowing them to enter into more of a ‘flow’
in their play, supporting better and more sustained
engagement in activities.
Tom Andrews
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Observation: Louise had been showing a keen interest
in words and sounds, asking me to write words in a
notebook, and then sound them out.
Scheme: One to one correspondence between letter and
letter sound.
Louise was also observed this week choosing to play in
the shaving foam, writing numbers. She additionally
began her play writing some letters in the foam and
telling me their phonic sounds.

New scheme emerging in play: ‘Cutting’.

Seeded: Louise was

introduced to various coloured
shapes and was encouraged to
cut them out. Louise decided to
cut out all the triangles and
circles. Once she had cut them
out, Louise was shown how to
make a pattern with the shapes.
Louise continued
independently and chose to
alternate the colours. This
activity was positioned in a
drawer for Louise to revisit
again, and more shapes were
added.

Observation: During free-play time that day Louise

independently sourced the activity and began cutting
the rest of the shapes out and decided to sort the same
colours together and then proceeded to create two
coloured patterns.
Schemes: Cutting, Sorting, Matching (Emerging
Grouping & Positioning).

Scheme: One to one correspondence between letter and
letter sound and number symbols and names/MarkMaking.
During this week I was able to note excellent hand-eye
co-ordination, control of a pencil and cutting skills.
Louise took great care in how she coloured in a pattern
design on an Easter Egg template – choosing different
colours for the triangles, and diamonds. She was very
proud of the egg she coloured in and cut out.
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Short focused activity: A short focused activity was
introduced to extend Louise’s currently applied schemes
(noted in red above) to word building. Louise was
encouraged to cut out letters, look at 3 objects and
discuss what each one was called – the noun. She was
then encouraged to listen to the phonic letter sounds in
each noun, emphasising the first letter sound, then once
the corresponding cut-out letter was found, the middle
letter and then the final letter sound was said, and the
corresponding letters found. Louise carried this out
with ease. More objects were added over the coming
weeks, along with more letters to cut out. Louise
continued to play with this activity independently.

Schemes: Cutting; one to one correspondence between
letter and letter sound, and new schemes sorting and
matching emerging in week 3 were also applied to this
context.
Seeded: As Louise has been learning various phonic
sounds, we made a ‘letter and sound Snap’ game.
Louise explained to me that in Snap you have to have
two of the same, so she began writing individual letters
onto pieces of paper ensuring she had two cards with
the same letter on. Louise then mixed the letters up and
shared them out between us. After a few games, another
child wanted to play, Louise explained to her how to
play and then shared the letters out between the three of
us.
Schemes: One to one correspondence between letter and
letter sound.
Observation: Louise was later observed sounding out
letters in a story book and having a go at blending them
together to say/read words.
Seeded: Although Louise was having a go at reading
words, I noticed, when I asked her, that she could not
tell me what had happened in the story. This helped me
to identify that perhaps she needed further support.
After reviewing a SchemaPlay poster for literacy, I
decided to offer reading word cards and matching them
to the corresponding picture. This was to support her
developing vocabulary and to help Louise to identify in
a concrete way that text carries meaning.

I was surprised that Louise went to get her word
building activity independently and play
with it repeatedly. Through the build-up of schemes,
she is now reading! Through participating in the
SchemaPlay project I feel it has had a positive impact
on the children’s outcomes, as through identifying the
various schemes, it has enabled me to introduce
activities in order to support and extend specific
schemas, such as word building and reading. In
addition to this, it has also enhanced my observation
skills and aided me in thinking in a different way. For
example, I recently attended a training course and we
were asked to look at a picture of a child blowing
bubbles and think of an activity to support the child’s
next steps. While other practitioners were suggesting
activities relating to bubbles, I suddenly thought;
‘what if it’s the blowing action that the child is
enjoying or the vertical trajectory – something going in
the air’ and I realised then my own learning and my
ability to reflect more thoughtfully on what children
are doing in their play had developed, which I believe is
now supporting my planning to be more child-centred.
Faith Bradshaw

Schemes: one to one correspondence between letter and
letter sound. Schema: Reading.
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Kris (28 months) was
observed in the garden
carrying two small world
objects (one in each hand).
In one hand he held a
dinosaur and in the other
a tiger.

The activity was designed to encourage Kris to match
the animals to their correct habitat.
The activity was carried out as
a focused activity to build on
Kris’s attention and listening
skills.

“Kris placed the small-world
tiger on the ground, he then
picked up a ball, placed it
next to the tiger and said,
“big!”. He appeared to be
comparing the height of the
two objects”.
Initial schemes observed:
Transporting (holding smallworld animals), and emergent comparing.

Kris was introduced to small world wild animal
family sets and was shown how to sort through
the animals to find the animal family set and
grade them by their size.
“Kris continued to show an interest in animals. In his
free-play he was seen moving a shark from the small
world play and placing it in the water tray”.
We adapted the
SchemaPlay
suggested SandWater-Air activity
using one tray with
water and one with
soil. We labelled
the environments 'ground' and 'water”.
It went really well and he completed it perfectly without
making any errors with where the animals lived.
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“After doing the activity Kris then noticed an animal
book and he started to match the animals with the
pictures in the book as well”.

To extend upon
Kris’s grouping of
the large and small
animals we
decided to bring in
silhouettes to see if
Kris can match the
larger and smaller animals to their correct silhouettes.
Kris was able to do so.
We also encouraged
more language of sizes
by asking Kris which
animal was the larger
one and vice versa,
again Kris was able to
identify and label each
one correctly.

To build on Kris’s fascination of animals. We planned a
focused activity incorporating letter recognition with his
interest in animals. The aim of the activity was to match
the initial letter sound to each animal. Kris was able to
match each animal
correctly when we
said, “T for” Kris
responded, “Tiger”.
“Kris has now been
observed ordering
without using the
animal figures. He
collected different
pieces of bark and placed each one on the edge of the
sand pit. Once he had a few different pieces, Kris
stood up and ordered the pieces of bark by size
correctly from smallest to largest”.

“We included some animals without a matching
silhouette to see if Kris would notice and he did straight
away. He then asked for more cards and pointed to the
shelf, showing his understanding”.
To extend on the silhouette activity and to gain a
broader perspective of Kris’s knowledge and
understanding.
We changed the
activity to
matching and
labelling shapes to
their correct
silhouette.
Kris labelled each
shape correctly
and matched them
to each silhouette.
We then put the cards out on a shelf in the classroom,
and Kris collected them up and placed an animal on
each shape.
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Where did we start?
Firstly, we had the milestone of understanding and
identifying what is a scheme and schema, and then
training our eyes to identify the two within our children.
We then had to explore how to implement and use this
knowledge to influence our daily planning and
resourcing of our environments to help children find
deeper purposeful learning through play, using their
schemes and schemas.
How have we linked our knowledge to other projects?
Here at Charlie’s we have been embedding our practice
and new-found knowledge within our team. We have
begun extending this further, embarking on a new
adventure with our “Artist In Residence” project.
Inspired by linking schemes and schemas, all of our
nursery children from babies to toddlers, to our 3-5 yearolds, have recently spent 4 weeks exploring the
enchanting forest, foraging for exciting objects of interest
to create their own masterpieces, using and exploring
their own schemes. We then created an art gallery and
invited all our Parents/Carers to see our wonderful
creations.
How have we trained our staff and parents?
We have worked very closely with our parents, by
regularly sharing our observations and outcomes daily
through our online system. This has enabled us to begin
to challenge and change some of the “negative
perceptions” of some schemes i.e. the notion of some
schemes being identified as “negative behaviour”. This
has been achieved by enabling parents to understand
the purpose and importance of allowing their child to
explore their scheme, but enabling so in a more positive,
purposeful way; by linking and tuning into their child’s
schemas. By training our staff in the importance of
understanding and being able to identify schemes and
schemas we have been able to seed and enhance both
our indoor and outdoor environments completely.
Where are we going next?
Charlie’s currently use a system called iconnect, which is
a database to record and report on development. We
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wish to develop the iconnect system to be able to
identify and record schemes and schemas, to enable us
to create the possibility of an option to link these into
planned activities and observations.
We have been on a fantastic learning journey, and we
will continue to train the eyes of our team; continuing to
strive to improve our practice and to enrich our
environment to a high quality.
KIRK: “Ignite the play… Walk away.”
(1)
Initial observations of Kirk in
free-play high-lighted a scheme of
pretending. Story narratives were
emerging in his play about lorries and
trucks.

(2)
Building on the initial
scheme of pretending and
narratives about trucks and
lorries, a matching activity
supporting visual discrimination
of parts of vehicles was
introduced. Stories about
vehicles were read to support an
interest in text carrying meaning and a small map
(diorama) of roads and small world trucks were also
introduced to further support narratives and Kirk’s use
of new vocabulary, supported by the story telling. The
activities were stored on open and accessible shelves for
Kirk to revisit independently which he did for a couple
of weeks.
(3)
In free-play Kirk was observed
playing with the matching vehicle
parts activity. This seemed to lead to
his later observed activity of looking
at his coat peg and identifying, “That
is my name!”
(4)
Building upon his scheme of visual
discrimination of small differences, and his schema –

figurative knowledge of what his name looked like in
text, a focussed activity to introduce two letters in his
name and their corresponding sounds were introduced.
EYFS Outcome: Forming recognisable letters.
Scheme identified: Writing.

Kirk identifies ‘K’ during
free play.

Kirk created name
bracelets for his
friends and family.
Kirk is able to
identify a range of
letters and is aware
that these hold
meaning.

Kirk writes the
letter ‘k’
independently.

Kirk uses lollypop sticks at
first to create his own K.
He was so proud!

Kirk re-creates the letter K
in the sand.

On visiting the Zoo, we re-created animal signs,
and Kirk was able to copy and form letters
independently.
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Ben had recently shown an interest in numbers when
measuring the distance that
cars travel down a ramp (using
non-standard units, which he
counted), we created a number
matching game for him using
the toy cars he loved playing
with, but we were surprised
when we later saw him
‘writing’ the numbers for
himself in his free play.
Ben is sitting on a floor mat holding a pencil. In front
of him is a piece of paper with numbers 1 – 4 written in
sequence along the top of some ‘parking spaces’. He
starts to write something above the numbers. He then
counts, “one, two, three, four”, demonstrating that the
marks he has made represent a meaning to him. Sitting
next to him are four toy cars which he has been parking
in the numbered spaces (the cars are also numbered).
Ben asks, “Can I have some
tape?” He cuts two small
pieces of tape which he sticks
on to the top of two of the toy
cars and writes on them. He
then selects each car, one at a
time, and matches the number
on the car to the numbers he
has represented on the paper.
This was the start of Ben’s mark-making and he was
mark-making for a reason. The matching numbers
activity was being seeded as one of the activities
introduced over a period of five months during the
SchemaPlay project, which built upon Ben’s schemes
(the operational skills) he utilised in in free-play and his
schema interest (cars).
At this time, when Ben’s
play had developed to
matching numbers, he
was 35 months of age,
but at the start of the
project he was just 31
months’ old.
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At 31 months Ben had been quiet, withdrawn and rarely
engaged in any activities introduced to him. Typically,
at this age, he was seen playing with vehicles in the
small-world area; usually solitary or sitting near to other
children, but not engaging with them. During this
project, the journey Ben has taken and the journey we
have shared with his parents has meant that, not only
has Ben’s self-esteem, skills and schema knowledge
developed, but also his parents are now involved in
supporting his skills and interests at home. One of our
colleagues said the other day, “He is a totally changed
child!”
We had some concerns about Ben initially when he
joined the setting in respect of his social, emotional and
language development, but enabling child-centred
provision by focussing on Ben’s schemes (operational
skills and behaviours) and ensuring that the build-up of
these were appropriately supported, we can recognise
that Ben has grown to trust us to introduce him to
activities he can succeed in, yet be challenged and he has
developed self-belief and self-esteem in the process. He
is even showing his teachers his successes now and will
seek out an adult or a more able child when he needs a
little support.
The initial dominant scheme we observed Ben display at
the start of the project is defined as a ‘rotation’ scheme,
which was identifiable in his play with wheeled
vehicles, in the garden when running around (in a
circle), and when playing with the water wheel. He also
applied the rotation scheme to whole body movements –
spinning around on one foot.
A couple of months into the project, Ben also developed
an ‘enclosing’ scheme. These two schemes were
supported by enabling the application of them to a
range of contexts, whilst also considering how they
could be applied and developed in conjunction with his
schema interest in cars.
The following pictures provide an insight into Ben’s
learning journey, and how the schemes were built upon
to support new context application and develop new

skills and knowledge towards the EYFS learning
outcomes. The success of the activities and his
engagement demonstrates how the SchemaPlay ZPDF
model works in practice; building upon both scheme
and schema in a meaningful way for the child.
Initial scheme observed:
Rotation
February 2018 - Ben was
observed spending most of
the morning session playing
with cars and examining the
wheels, which he turned
with his finger.
Rotation cont…

Initial scheme observed:
Enclosing
April 2018 - Ben also
developed an enclosing
scheme and applied it to
putting things in bags and
containers.

In early March he had
started to engage in small
world play and he was seen
playing with a garage. He
struggled to fit some cars
down the garage ramp but
appeared to enjoy the action
when he managed it. He
laid down on the floor to
watch the wheels turn.

As his language ability was
low for his age, we
introduced making props for
rhymes and stories – a popup puppet which he could
enclose in a cup.

Still in March, Ben was
introduced to another ramp
activity but this time he was
shown how to dip the cars
in paint to see how far they
would travel (introduction
to distance).
Mapping the activities
inside the classroom to the
outdoor environment, we
introduced using paint with
the ‘one wheelers’ and
following signs around a
circuit (literacy/reading &
distance).
Ramps became a great
interest, as did exploring
distance, so we introduced
non-standard unit
measuring – counting blocks
to see how far his cars
travelled after leaving the
bottom of the ramp.
Supporting counting,
number awareness and
measuring.

Enclosing cont...

His interest in measuring
being developed by
supporting the rotation
scheme was also supported
through the enclosing
scheme. Ben was matching
the sizes of three vehicles to
a large, medium and small
garage.
To further support his
language development,
stories about different cars
were shared and one book he
particularly liked was “stuck
in the muck.”

His interest in enclosing and
social and language
development was supported
by providing cars that he
could sit inside and by
offering a role-play theme
that he could identify with –
a petrol station.
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Alexander was first observed for SchemaPlay at 43
months. He was ”cooking pancakes” with playdough.
He referred to the term ‘cooking’ during his play and,
although he was being encouraged to engage in
weighing the pancake mixture, he continued with his
own play theme of filling paper-cake cases with the
‘dough’. The initial scheme identified in his play was
therefore ‘containing’ and there were many other
examples of his containing over
the following weeks: He was
observed playing with and
sitting inside boxes that came to
represent cars and other
schema, such as fire engines.
He created drawings inside
cardboard boxes and was also
observed containing small
world toys inside lines. The observations also provided
evidence of his special knowledge and interest in
cooking and it was therefore decided to ‘seed’ his play
further by setting up a role play café to build upon his
schema of cooking, and the observed containing scheme.
Alexander first helped make popcorn to be sold in a role
play café. He was then asked if he would like to sell the
popcorn. He really took on the role and happily filled
and exchanged different sized cones of popcorn for
either 1 penny for small cone, 2 pennies for a medium
size cone or 3 pennies
for a large cone.
Alexander took to the

role so much that he
put on a hat from the
dressing up corner and
went behind a kiosk.
“Next”, he shouted as
the children would
come up to buy their popcorn. The activity, although
primarily enabling Alexander’s containing scheme to be
facilitated, supported a new scheme of ‘grading’ whilst
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filling and selling the different size cones. The play also
offered Alexander his first meaningful context for
dealing with numbers and counting.
Over the week, the
café role play was
developed further to
enable the scheme of
containing and to be
applied to new
contexts and menus
and tally sheets were
also provided for the children to take multiple orders.
Alexander played in the café giving out milkshakes that
he had taken orders for and made. He went around the
‘customers and asked what they wanted from a choice of
two items and he marked it down using a tally method
on his note book. He
was very confident
as he went around
asking the children
for their orders and
giving it out to them.
Alexander made
marks that he could
interpret and explain.
Milkshake cups of three different sizes were given to
him to order and to sell by size. This play lasted for a
couple of weeks and one day when the price list was lost
Alexander spontaneously took it upon himself to create
a new one; copying the prices that he needed from a
displayed number line. He really saw the café as his
own and wanted to ensure it operated well. The café
was later adapted as a new schema interest of vegetables
become evident in Alexander’s and some of his friend’s
discussions. A vegetable shop supported the containing
scheme as vegetables were sorted and contained in
different baskets. Alexander noticed some dried peas
and took the three sizes of cups from his milkshake bar
and he spent a sustained amount of time filling the
different sizes of cups with the peas and ordering them
by size. Each time he ensured that they were packed
tight in and smoothed them off at the top. He also filled

the empty box that the peas had originally come in.
Alexander also added peas to a tuff-tray where there
were a variety of containers.
Each day new things were added to the tray whilst the
peas remained a constant. When the trucks were added
to the tray Alexander was really engaged scooping up
the peas and transporting them around the tray and
tipping them out in an exact place. He said; “I am the
builder”. He fetched
a mobile phone from
the shelf and came
back over to the tray
and began talking on
the phone about the
delivery. He
remained focussed in
his play theme for an
extended period.
A day later Alexander chose to play in the vegetable
shop again and began weighing the vegetables by
containing them in cup scales and selling them to the
‘customers’ after ringing them up on the till.
Interestingly, weighing was the first activity that I had
tried to encourage him to engage in, so Alexander has
eventually taken to this in his own way at a time that it
was meaningful to him. He also used the dough tools
that were kept in that area to pretend to be preparing the
food. He was joined by other children who also began
to be engaged moving the vegetables from the shop onto
the table and started cutting and mixing them up to
make something. At first I wanted to say: “Stop you’re
not allowed to do that to the veg they are for the roleplay”, but
I could see the children were moving their play theme
on independently so I
just seeded extra
implements for them
and accepted the
vegetable shop was no
more! Alexander
started immediately to
use the potato peeler,
grater and carrot
sharpener. “I am making soup.” He stopped at
different intervals and mixed the soup. He fetched some
Balti dishes from the cooking trolley and transferred the
food to the big dish. He then put on the apron. I asked
him how many bowls he had. He counted on his fingers
and said ‘5’; “I need to cook it.” He took it over to the
cooker next to the table and placed the bowl inside. He
turned the knobs. I asked what number did it have to
go on. He did not reply so I took a pen and wrote ‘1,2,3’
onto the cooker. He then asked for the pen and wrote
his own numbers on the cooker: ”I turn it to 3.”

After a short period of time (about 4 seconds) he took it
out and said it was cooked. He then went on to serve it
into the small balti dishes and he sold it to another
teacher who had come to cover me. He found the till
and placed it onto the chair before ringing in the amount
and taking the money. The activity continued, and he
returned to it the following day. Since then, Alexander’s
interest in mark-making and numbers has continued
and not only does he now record numbers, he is creating
books and containing his marks within borders.
Recently, he completely covered the front of a book he
had created with ‘Sellotape’ and explained that the cover
would now be clean and that it was a book for his
mummy.
Alexander had learnt
to apply numbers,
grade quantities and
count for a reason.
After just a few very
timely and limited
interventions, where
new resources were
introduced and the
practices of the café and shop were modelled, Alexander
continued to progress significantly towards measuring
and a wide range of other valued learning outcomes.

SchemaPlay has had a massive impact. It
really has. Like with Alexander. I just didn't
know what he was interested in or what skills
he had and now I have been able to really
engage him. He has gone from not really
taking to anything and now totally involved.
You know, he is even writing now and
recording for a purpose – all just through
building on schemes in his play.
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At the start of the SchemaPlay project, Robert’s learning
and development was above average in comparison to
his peers (EYFS - 30-50 months). He was secure in all
areas of learning, as per the guidance set out in the
English Early Years Foundation Stage. Robert was
chosen to be included in the SchemaPlay project as we
were keen to identify how we could improve upon our
provision to provide appropriate challenges for him in
free-play, which would both consolidate and
build/extend upon his skills and knowledge. He had
good self-esteem and a drive to learn. The following is a
summary of his learning journey log:
Week: 1 Schemes: Role-playing/saying phonic sounds
and recognising letters.
Schema: Concept of a doctor.
Robert selected two dolls, which he used to support a
role-play theme of a visit to the doctor. Later, whilst
playing with playdough, he discussed a trip to the
doctor and provided a narrative about this whilst
constructing a ‘doctor’s house’. “This is where you go
inside at the doctors’.” At the water table, he filled a
variety of containers and said the word ‘medicine’.
During his free-play this week, Robert was also
observed sounding out letters that he noticed and
recognised around the classroom.
Seeding: We decided to provide a doctor’s bag,
medicine bottles/medicine boxes (not real), dolls, a bed
and a telephone, and to model how to book an
appointment for a patient (doll) to see the doctor.
Focus: Building upon the identification of letter symbols
and their phonic sounds, we planned to introduce a
word building activity with objects.
Week: 2 Schemes: Sorting, ordering, matching and
writing.
Schema: Doctor.
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Robert used the doctor’s bag to make his friend better.
‘’Lie down here’’, he
said and pointed to
the sofa. He played
for about 15 minutes
confidently
understanding his
role – making
appointments and
calling out, “next”.
Robert revisited this activity throughout the week and
it became a popular role-play theme with his peers as
well. After introducing the short focussed wordbuilding activity, Robert was very keen to play this
independently. He selected the box from the shelf, took
out two objects – a cat and a dog. He sounded out the
individual letters in the word cat and then built the
word using the magnetic letters. He repeated sounding
out the individual letter sounds to create the word
“dog”. After constructing these two words, he wrote
them down using a pencil!
Seeding: We decided
to provide the word
building with objects
activity and a pencil
and notebook were
placed on an easily
accessible shelf, so
that Robert could
choose to continue to
create words with the
magnetic letters and copy them down into a notebook
independently in his free play.
Focus: Introduce ‘Letter Snap’ to consolidate recognition
of letter symbols and build upon his interest of finding
letters around the classroom and then saying their
phonic sound.

Week: 3 Scheme: Writing, role play.
Schema: The alphabet.
This week we observed Robert select the word building
activity in free-play. This time, he chose to sound out
the letters in the objects and write each word using a
pencil, before finding the corresponding magnetic letters
for each object. He decided to write the word “box”. He
found ‘b’ and ‘o’ without any problems but couldn’t get
‘x’ as at home he is taught the letter name and not the
letter sound. As soon as he was given the letter sound
he found it.
The focussed Letter Snap activity we introduced became
a popular game to play. Robert chose a variety friends
to play it with and he was clearly very proud when
explaining and modelling the instructions to them.
Seeding: Robert’s word building skills are clearly
developing and his interest in
how the letters form a name has
been verbalised. We therefore
decided to provide an ‘Onset and
Rime’ activity to support Robert’s
blending of the letters in each CVC phonic word, such
as: “m/at, r/at, b/at, h/at”.

Later in week 6 a
friend of Robert’s
was playing
hairdressers, and
this also took his
interest.
Week: 7 Scheme:
Role play,
pretending,
rhyming, writing, adding numbers.
Schema: Hairdresser.
Seeding: The hairdresser’s role-play had been set up in
response to another child’s interests, but we considered
how Robert could use his schemes in this play and
therefore provided a menu of hair-cuts (cvc words) –
“w/e/t, b/o/b, c/u/t”.

Week: 4 Scheme/s: Writing and role-playing.
Schema: Café.
Robert was observed playing in the home-corner. He
asked a couple of friends to sit down and enquired,
“What do you want to eat?” He then walked over to the
pretend cooker and moved pots and pans around on the
hob. He then placed one inside the oven and a few
minutes later he ‘emptied’ the ‘contents’ of the pots on
the hob onto some plates and then handed them to his
friends saying, “Here’s your dinner”.
Focus: We decided to set up the role-play corner as a
café and to provide a menu with pictures and cvc words
– ‘ham’, ‘bun’, ‘tin’, etc., on it. We also provided an
order book, cash register and money. Each item on the
menu had a price 1p, 2p or 3p. We modelled how to
take orders and then stepped back for the play to be
Robert’s own.
Robert joined Kevin and played waiters in the café,
serving food. Robert wanted to serve a teacher and
wrote down the two items she requested and added
them together – “that’s 3p”, he said. He placed the two
items onto plates and served the adult.
(NB: During week 6 the role-play continued and Robert
started to ask customers to pay the correct amount of
money for items of food chosen from the menu. We had
extended the menu and amounts to pay for things to
further support Robert’s ‘adding’ skills.)

Robert joined in the hairdresser’s role-play. He
appeared to enjoy leading the play and pretending to cut
and wash hair. He seated customer at the chairs and
wrapped them with a cover. It is clear he has an
understanding of visiting a hairdresser. He also
pretends to use the spray bottles to wet hair and uses
the pretend combs and scissors to style his friends hair.
Robert wrote a receipt for a friend who gave him two
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He glues on 12 and 13 then
says, ‘’David, have you got
14?’’ He reaches over to
select the number 14.”

cards of things he wanted. He wrote the words wet and
cut, and next to them the price 5 and 1 and then
underneath added the total 1+5= 6.
After a busy morning in the salon Robert selected his
word building box and after writing a few of the words
down he picked up his CVC flip books (on-set and rime)
and began to read them, blending the first page and then
reading the rest. He liked to read the words and flip
them ‘’bug, rug, mug’’ confidently saying them quickly.
Seeding: Continue to offer the hairdressers role-play
with receipt book and menu card for haircuts. Continue
to provide the ‘onset & rime’ activity on accessible
shelves.
Week: 9 Scheme: Role-playing.
Schema: Dinosaurs.
Robert has spent the week changing from role-play
activity to role-play activity. His preference appears to
be the new dinosaur den
set up in the classroom. He
used the binoculars and
went inside the dinosaur
hide to search for
dinosaurs.
Seeding: Building upon the interest of dinosaurs and his
known schemes of writing for a purpose, adding and
role-playing, we decided to seed paper and pens to
enable Robert to write tickets (which we modelled), we
also provided a till and pretend money to sell tickets.
Week: 10 Scheme: Role playing, writing, counting,
ordering, exchanging. Schema: Dinosaurs.
Robert is deeply engaged in his play, ‘’I’m selling
ticket.’’ ‘’I’m in charge.’’ ‘’You can buy a dinosaur.’’
Robert collects the tickets off his friends. ‘’What
dinosaur do you want?’’ A friend hands him a ticket for
a dinosaur. ‘’I need to find my numbers past 10.’’ ‘’We
start from 11.’’ He points to the number 11 dinosaur.
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During the past few
weeks, we have supported
Robert’s progression by
following his interests and also by continually building
upon his schemes. He has been observed showing a
keen interest and self-initiation in recording prices and
adding numbers together and
this play continues. However,
in the past week, Robert has
also started to develop an
interest in vehicles and moving
them along a floor mat to a toy garage. We therefore
decided to build upon his existing schemes, and the
interest of cars, to support a new activity and scheme –
measuring distance.
Week: 15 Scheme: Rotation, writing, predicting.
Schema: Cars.
Robert watched how far the cars travelled and then
selected a tape measure to
measure the distance. We
modelled how he could
record which one goes the
furthest. He used a clipboard
and pencil to records the
answers. Robert told an
adult he thought the car
would go ‘’a long way’’. He
also predicted how far ‘’I
think it will get to here.”
Seeding: Provide different size cars to see if they
travel further and order cars according to 1st, 2nd,
3rd. Provide traceable numbers
(sandpaper/textured) to play with
and number ‘snap’ to support
Robert to visually discriminate/
form numbers, enabling him to see
the formation clearly.
SchemaPlay definitely supports children's
outcomes. I have seen that in the children who
were already making good progress and we were
wondering where to go next with them in terms of
supporting learning in free play, go forward in a
way which really seemed to capture their
engagement and enjoyment of learning.
Emma Wanglin

How we can support
your practice?
• Bespoke Training
• Consultancy
• Accreditation

Dr John SirajBlatchford

Current Projects
• Training and accreditation of trainers
• Practitioner support and accreditation Lynnette Brock
• Support and accreditation of preschool
settings
• Early Childhood Education for Sustainable
Citizenship
• Gender equality for boys and girls through
language and literacy in early childhood
science, technology, engineering and maths
(STEM)L2
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